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detailed queries, features about click actions and influences
of a user’s satisfaction are usually ignored or not fully
utilized.
This paper considers modeling both information goal transitions and personal satisfaction judgment simultaneously
for a user’s full search process. The benefit is that the
interactive influences between the two types of information can be fully leveraged and all useful features from
search activities (e.g. issuing queries, clicking pages and
various behavior patterns) can be considered. Specially, we
first formalize the problem as predicting sequences of two
types of hidden variables—Information Goal Relation and
Satisfaction Judgment (Sec. II). A hierarchically structured
conditional random field (HCRF) is then built to model the
two sequences of hidden variables given the observed search
process (Sec. III). A list of search activity features, which are
far beyond previously published sets, are taken into account
for classification (Sec. IV).
Experiments (Sec. V) show that our model derives a high
overall precision (87%) and significant improvements over
the baseline methods in precision. We also conduct extensive
experiments to prove the effectiveness of our proposed new
features. Moreover, we apply our model for re-ranking and
the initial result shows that it can benefit customizing search
results.

Abstract—To improve web search effectiveness and help
personalized search applications, it is important to understand
users’ search process, especially the underlying information
goal transitions and satisfaction judgment on result pages.
Unlike previous work modeling the two types of hidden
information separately, the paper proposes to simultaneously
model them based on users’ full search process, including both
queries and clicks. Thus, a full model can be built up and
the dependences between them can be leveraged. Specially, we
employ a hierarchical conditional random field (HCRF) for
learning and prediction, with fruitful search activity features
proposed and leveraged. Experimental results show that our
approach reaches a high overall precision (87%) and significantly outperforms the baseline methods. Moreover, our model
is applied in a re-ranking application and shows that it can
benefit personalized web search.
Keywords-Search Process Model; Personalized Web Search;
Query Topics; Click Model; HCRF

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the difficulty in describing the information needs
properly by query and judging the relevance of web pages,
users’ search process is usually not a single-step activity. In
a typical search scenario, users may need to reformulate
queries consequently to better describe their information
needs, and click multiple result pages before their information needs are satisfied. Therefore, users’ search activity
processes, including both issuing queries and clicking pages,
actually reflect the hidden transitions between their information goals and hidden satisfaction on clicked pages. If we can
capture this hidden information, we can better understand
users’ search process to further help web search applications.
For example, one can improve the ranking of search results
based on users’ satisfaction on previous clicked results,
or provide personalized web search by identifying users’
information goal dynamically.
Previous work has proposed a series of click models
[1][2][3] for users’ search activities. These models treat
a user’s queries independently and focus on users’ click
actions within one query. Other works, like [4][5][6], are
interested in detecting the transition between query topics
during search. Although they leverage a lot of features from

II. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
We refer the transition between information goals hidden
in queries to Information Goal Relation, with three values
in its range:
• The Same: The two goals are identical.
• Related: Both of the goals belong to a more general
goal (e.g. a user first searches for a product’s quality
and then for its price).
• New: The second goal is completely new compared to
the first. (e.g. a user first searches for some movie and
then for next day’s weather.)
Similarly, we refer to a Satisfaction Judgment for each
clicked page, with three values in its range:
• Related & Not Enough: The page is considered related
but not enough to satisfy the user’s information need.
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Note that for each feature, a group of feature functions are
generated by multiplying an indicator function. For example,
if a feature f (x) is chosen for predicting y, the feature
functions are derived as f (x, y) = f (x) · Iv (y), where Iv (y)
is the indicator function which equals 1 if y = v and 0
otherwise and v iterates over y’s value range.
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B. Temporal Features
The features are about intervals of a user’s search activities. Previous published features of this type [5] are mainly
about issuing queries, however, ones about click actions are
also explored here:
• inter-query time in minutes for ri , also with a group
of thresholds
• inter-click time in seconds within one query for si , also
with a group of thresholds
• time-difference in minutes between click and next
query, also with a group of thresholds. They are defined
for r and s within r’s first query.
• ratio of two consecutive inter-click times within one
query for si and si+1 : it reflects a user’s preference
differences toward two clicked pages.

Figure 1. The concept hierarchy for modeling a user’s search process (Ri
denotes the Information Goal Relation between Qi and Qi+1 , where Qi
represents i-th query; Ci represents i-th clicked page, with a Satisfaction
Judgment Si .)
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Figure 2. The HCRF’s structure for modeling search process (Ri denotes
i-th Information Goal Relation; Si denotes i-th Satisfaction Judgment
and ones inside the same hollowed rectangle belong to the same query.
Observations are omitted for simplicity.)

C. Word and Character Features

Related & Enough: The page is considered related
and the user’s information need is finally satisfied after
viewing it.
• Not Related: The page is not related and no progress
of the user’s information need is made.
Thus, within a user’s search activity sequence, for each
pair of consecutive queries, there corresponds to an Information Goal Relation, and for each clicked page, there is a
Satisfaction Judgment. Therefore, modeling search process
is formalized as holistically predicting the variable values
hidden in search activities, as shown in Figure 1.
•

While previous work only concern query similarities
[5][6], we consider both query and snippet similarities:
Features based on inter-queries (qi , qi+1 ) for ri
• normalized edit distance, also with some thresholds
• common character number starting from left (right)
• common word number starting from left (right)
• common word number
• Jaccard distance on word sets
Features based on qj and ni ’s title for si in qj : the
same as the above list
Features based on qj and ni ’s content for si in qj
• common word number
• Jaccard distance on word sets
• cosine distance on word vectors, also with some thresholds
Features based on qj and ni for si in qj
• Jaccard distance on word sets
• cosine distance on word vectors, also with some thresholds
Features based on ni and top-10 snippets of next query
qj for si and rj
• cosine distance on title (content, snippet) word vectors,
also with a group of thresholds
Features based on (ni , ni+1 ) for si and si+1
• normalized edit distance on titles, also with a group of
thresholds
• titles’ common character number starting from left
(right)
• titles’ common word number starting from left (right)

III. H IERARCHICAL C ONDITIONAL R ANDOM F IELDS
In this section, a hierarchical conditional random field
[7] (HCRF) is constructed for predicting Information Goal
Relation and Satisfaction Judgment. The model is shown
in Figure 2, with four types of cliques defined: (1) single
node; (2) inter- Information Goal Relation edge; (3) interSatisfaction Judgment edge within one query; (4) Information Goal Relation and all Satisfaction Judgment within its
first query. Thus, a list of search activity features can be
defined over all these cliques, as shown in Section IV.
IV. F EATURES FOR HCRF S
A. Notations for Feature Definition
We denote a serial of Information Goal Relation as
{r1 , r2 , . . .} with value range R and Satisfaction Judgment
as {s1 , s2 , . . .} with value range S. For each ri (i ≥ 1), the
associative i-th and i + 1-th query are denoted as qi and
qi+1 ; For each si (i ≥ 1), the associative snippet and page
are denoted as ni and pi , respectively.
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Table I
D ISTRIBUTION OF HIDDEN VARIABLES

common word number on titles, contents and snippets
respectively
• Jaccard distance of word sets on titles, contents and
snippets respectively
• cosine distance of word vectors on contents and snippets respectively, also with some thresholds
Note that snippet contents are mixed and much longer than
queries and snippet titles thus it may not be appropriate to
measure character similarities between them. Thereby, words
similarities are only leveraged here.
•

Variable Type
Information
Goal
Relation
Satisfaction
Judgment

Distribution
The Same
Related
New
Related & Not Enough
Related & Enough
Not Related

33%
23%
44%
31%
45%
24%

Table II
P RECISION OF C LASSIFICATION R ESULT

D. Behavior Pattern Features

Methods
The Same
Related
New
Related& Not Enough
Related & Enough
Not Related

baseline1(%)
56
59
80
64
68
54

baseline2(%)
76
63
81
62
69
54

all(%)
89
82
87
80
88
75

A group of users’ behavior patterns during search are
summarized as follows:
• the rank of the last clicked page in qi for ri
• number of times clicking “next” link in qi ’s search
result page for ri , also with some thresholds
• number of clicked pages in qi for ri , also with some
thresholds
• the rank of pi for si , also with some thresholds
• whether pi is the last clicked page in the query for si
• rank difference of (pi , pi+1 ) for si and si+1 , also with
a group of thresholds

finally collected. The dataset contains 6233 distinct queries,
involving various information goals such as traveling, food,
music, tickets and computer technology. Table I shows the
distribution of the hidden variables.

E. Connection Features

B. Methodology and Classification Result

This feature type describes the dependences among variables. Some formerly defined features (like ones for both s
and r) can also be assigned to this type.
• Iu,v (s, r), where u ∈ S, v ∈ R and Iu,v (x, y) is the
binary indicator function. s associates a clicked page
within the first query of r.
• Iu,v (s, r), where u ∈ S, v ∈ R. s associates the last
clicked page within r’s first query.
• ratio of s equal to Not Related within the first query of
r. The feature is defined for r and all s within r’s first
query. Intuitively, the ratio approaches 1 means that the
user does not satisfy the returned search results thereby
may reformulate the query and tries again.
• Iu,v (ri , ri+1 ), where u, v ∈ R
• Iu,v (si , si+1 ), where u, v ∈ S
• Iu (r), where u ∈ R
• Iu (s), where u ∈ S

The leave-one-out cross-validation is adopted for evaluation, that is, every five persons’ data are used for learning
and the left one’s is for evaluation. The average of all six
evaluations is regarded as the final result.
Two baselines are chosen for comparison: baseline1 only
contains thresholds of temporal features: inter-query and
inter-click time thresholds; baseline2 contains the best features published for detecting topic change boundaries [5],
mainly including inter-query features in Section IV. Since the
paper does not explore usage of extra knowledge, features
from web page content and huge query logs in [5][6] are
not incorporated. Similar to baseline1, baseline2 also utilizes
inter-click time thresholds for Satisfaction Judgment.
Our model utilizes all features in Section IV. Thus totally
three feature sets are incorporated into HCRFs separately
for comparison. The result is shown in Table II and all
differences are statistically significant.
It can be seen that our model combining all features in
Section IV significantly outperforms baseline1 and baseline2
in precision. For overall precision of classifying the two
hidden variables, our model reaches 87% and derives a 34%
and 18% improvement over baseline1 (65%) and baseline2
(74%) respectively.

V. E XPERIMENT
A. Dataset
To obtain an effective dataset, we first developed a Firefox
plug-in for recording and labeling users’ search activities
and then invited six volunteers for data collection: they used
the search engine (Google) as normal, but when issuing a
query or reading a clicked page, they were asked to label
Information Goal Relation or Satisfaction Judgment. The
volunteers could delete any records relating to their privacies. The whole process lasted for four months and a labeled
dataset containing 7134 queries and 7032 clicked pages was

C. Contribution of Feature Types
The contribution of each feature type is examined separately and listed in Table III, where ’Sa’, ’Re’, ’Ne’ are
short for The Same, Related and New, ’NEn’, ’En’, ’NR’
are short for Related & Not Enough, Related & Enough and
Not Related. All differences are statistically significant.
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Table III
P RECISION OF EACH FEATURE TYPE (I NFORMATION G OAL
R ELATION /S ATISFACTION J UDGMENT )
Feature Type
baseline1
baseline2
temporal
word & character
behavior pattern
connection
without connection

Sa/NEn(%)
56/64
76/62
58/65
82/72
67/56
53/56
86/75

Re/En(%)
59/68
63/69
62/68
70/76
42/74
57/69
78/84

Ne/NR(%)
80/54
81/54
85/57
84/69
55/52
54/43
85/71
Figure 3.

It can be seen that only using temporal features is slightly
better than baseline1 and this may be due to more features
and the learned thresholds which are better than pre-assigned
thresholds.
Word and character features significantly outperform
baseline2 thereby it demonstrates that the extending features
of this type (such as ones about snippets) are effective for
improving performance.
Behavior patterns and connection features also prove their
effects for classification. However, just using either type
leads to a poor result: behavior pattern features perform
badly for Related; connection features cannot recognize Not
Related well. This may because both types are not subtle
enough to capture the classification boundaries, especially
for Related and Not Related. Finally, a model combining all
features except the connection type in Section IV is built and
tested in the last row of Table III. The model is equivalent
to two independent classifiers for Information Goal Relation
and Satisfaction Judgment respectively since no dependences
among variables are considered. The statistical significance
test shows that although with a quite high precision, the
model is still inferior to our model using all features in
Table II. Thus, the advance of modeling the two types of
variables together is proved, since the dependences between
them do help improve the classification precision.

comparison, as shown in Figure 3. We can see most of the
new rank results become better thereby our model is proved
to benefit customizing search results.
VI. F UTURE W ORK
In the future work, we would like to explore extra
knowledge such as web page contents and huge query logs
to further improve our model’s performance.
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D. Re-Ranking Application
Given page p, unrelated page set S1 and related page set
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where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1, ori(p) is p’s original rank and KL is
short for Kulback-Leibler divergence. We re-rank the top
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Relation is The Same. We take S1 as the clicked pages
classified as Not Related in the last query and S2 as ones
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